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FBI special agent Victoria Santos is tracking a string of gruesome murders from New York to San

Francisco, Miami to Oregon. Meanwhile, Pulitzer Prize-winning Miami Tribune reporter Mike Posten

receives a call from a mysterious stranger who claims his mind works so much like the killer's that

he can actually predict the next attack: time, place, victim. When the predictions prove true, Mike

and Victoria must join forces to find out if this eerie caller is the real psychopath. Putting themselves

in the line of fire, they are about to come face-to-face with the reason why their man kills without a

conscience - and why it may be impossible to stop him.
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I was looking for a John Grisham book at the library when I noticed this author on the same shelf. I

picked up James Grippando's latest novel and was thrilled with his creative writing and unexpected

turns and surprise ending and thought, I've just found my new favorite author. I started checking out

all his books however when I read The Informant, which is one of his earliest books, I was very

disappointed. It was nothing like what his work has evolved into. Although this book was a

disappointment, I would definitely check out his newest works.

This is a great mystery. People are being killed all across the country by the same person. How are

they connected? Some are men, some women, older couples and young people. They has to be a

common thread somewhere that is putting them together. Mike Posten is receiving calls that tell him



who and where the next victim is going to be before the bodies are found. Is this the killer or an

informant? Victoria Santos leds a group of FBI agents in trying to find and stop the killing. The book

takes many twist and turns, it ties people to the killer in ways you can not think of. It will hold your

attenion. You may not sleep to secure for a night or two but it is a good book.

New character to me - loved the book. Very good read and the ending on the cruise ship was great.

The story was great, and keeps the reader thinking. The characters are so well formed I started

feeling like they were real. This was my first full novel from James Grippando (I read a collaborative

novel with a chapter by him and enjoyed the writing enough to read a novel of his) and I think I am

hooked!

Exciting story about a serial killer. An FBI agent and newspaper reporter are working together to

catch him. Interesting storyline and exciting finish. I would recommend this book.

Fast-paced and fun; main objection is that the only facial expression that anyone seems to have is a

"smirk" - counting the "smirkings," nearly 3 dozen.

This is the second book I have read featuring Victoria Santos after I read UNDER COVER OF

DARKNESS (also featuring Victoria Santos - cameo appearance only). The author himself said

these are the only books featuring Victoria Santos. Read THE INFORMANT first then UNDER

COVER OF DARKNESS after that. I like THE INFORMANT a lot better because of more action

(thriller). I will look forward to reading another one of Grippando's books. I probably will read

author's first book, THE PARDON, next.

I'm so glad a friend of mine introduced me to Grippando. His stories are a thrill a minute! You can't

begin to guess what will happen next. I love his unpredictability.
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